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Introduction
The Test Plan Manager feature saves considerable time and eliminates several sources of errors when
performing multi-point power tests. The key features and benefits are:

Feature

Benefits

Quickly create a plan to accomplish all tests
Optionally specify the data setup to use for any
test point
Optionally schedule when tests are to begin

Bring clarity to the test project
Be certain that the correct data setup will be in the
meter when the test begins.
Spot resource bottlenecks by sorting by scheduled
start time
Spot resource bottlenecks by sorting by test
personnel name
Make sure the right type of meter is hooked up for
each point. Sort by meter serial number to spot
resource bottlenecks.
Test personnel will have the plan with them and
can read any special directions for each test point
and write notes for follow-up at the test site.
Every meter will know the entire plan. You do not
need to know which meter is doing which test
point or in what order test points are done.
All test results become identified with the test
point, so there is no confusion about what test
point each data set is for. The correct data setup

Optionally assign personnel to each test point
Optionally assign specific meters to specific tests

Distribute a hard copy of the test plan

Quickly embed the entire test plan into the
PowerSight analyzers that will do the test
Easily identify the test point to the meter when
starting a test
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Retrieve the data from each meter with one
button press.
Keep track of the status of the each test

Have the test results automatically named the way
you want and automatically stored to where you
want
Optionally organize data by Test Plan
Optionally organize data by Equipment ID

Optionally organize data by Location ID

Optionally organize data by Test Plan and
Equipment ID and by Location ID
Optionally embed other file types into your test
results.

Reuse test plans

for each test point is automatically loaded so you
know the correct data is being captured.
No need to know which meter did the test or in
which order the test was done.
Know how your test plan is progressing. Retrieving
data can automatically update the status of the
test point to “Data Received”.
Elimination of the time and tedium required to
rename test data and of moving test data to the
ultimate destination. Elimination of error in
renaming and rerouting data sets.
Organize by test plan to have all results uniquely
identified within the same test plan folder.
For a predictive maintenance program, have the
results for each piece of equipment stored in a
folder dedicated to that piece of equipment, time
stamped so you can easily track changes over time.
For tracking the performance of a process, have
the results for each location stored in a folder
dedicated to that location, time stamped so you
can easily track power requirements over time.
Organize the data in multiple ways, with multiple
copies of the data stored appropriately for each
use.
Photos and documents can be automatically
renamed and rerouted just like the test data,
keeping it all associated together with the test
data.
Just modify an existing test plan to make a new
test plan to save time and eliminate error.

The Testing Process
There is a process that is followed in doing a planned series of tests using TestPlan Manager.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Create a plan
Document each test to be done as part of the plan
Load the test plan into all the meters that will be using it
Perform the tests
Receive and automatically format the test results
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Creating/Reviewing a Test Plan
1. To create a test plan, first click on the “Monitoring Set-Up” button on the home screen of PSM-A,
which will open the “Test Plans/Data Setup” screen.

2. Next, click on the “TestPlan Manager” button.

A new (empty) test plan form will appear.
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3. To review an existing plan, click on the “Open a Plan” button and then select “Open Plan”, to browse
for an existing plan, or “Recent Plans” for a handy list of the most recent plans you have opened.

Required Entries for the Test Plan Header Section (there are only 2) 4. To create a new plan you only need to enter a “Test Pan ID” (a unique name for the test plan) and a
“Test Plan Number”.

The combination of the Test Plan ID and Test Plan Number will be used to uniquely identify the test
plan in the future. For example, the test plan with Test Plan ID of “MyTestPlan” and Test Plan
Number of “12”, will be identified as test plan “MyTestPlan-12” and the test plan file that is created
is “MyTestPlan-12.tpl”.
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5. You will also notice that there is a “Storing Test Data Files By” section at the upper right.

This determines how you will want the final test results organized when they are retrieved from the
meters. Make sure the selection is the one that you want. The choices are:
a. “Test Plan and Test Point”. This is the best choice when you are performing multiple tests for a
specific job and you want to organize all the data now and into the future under the job.
For example: You have a contract to evaluate “Site A” and you identify 20 different points in
Site A that need to be monitored. When you are finished, you probably want all your data
grouped in your computer under “Site A” and you will want to know the results of each test
point as part of the “Site A” job.
b. “Equipment ID”. This is best when you are performing tests on specific pieces of equipment that
you expect to be checking regularly into the future to look for any changes in performance, as
for planned or predictive maintenance. In this case you will have the data organized by the
specific name of each piece of equipment (i.e. the Equipment ID) rather than by the test plan,
since the test plan identifiers may be different each time you test the same equipment.
For example: You monitor the performance of motors at a facility and reevaluate them twice a
year. You want to keep track of the results by each Equipment ID to group the data by each
specific motor so you can see the trend of performance over time.
c. “Location ID”. This is best when you are performing tests at a specific location or function so
you can identify changes over time. Unlike Equipment ID, where the data is organized by
specific pieces of equipment (that may actually be moved to different locations after being
overhauled), the Location ID mode organizes data by specific locations so the performance of a
function or process can be evaluated over time.
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Optional Entries for the Test Plan 6. Optionally, you may want to enter a “Descriptive Test Plan Name”, which is a more friendly or
descriptive name for the Test Plan ID. This may help someone understand what the test plan is for
in the future.
7. Optionally, you may want to enter a “Test Plan Owner”, typically the person who is in charge of the
completion of the test plan.

Automatic Entries for the Test Plan 8. The “Last Revision Date” field is changed by PSM-A whenever the test plan is saved.
9. “Save Test Data To” is the path to where the test data will be written. It is automatically populated
into this field. Depending on how you chose for the test data to be organized (see #5 of this
section), the path will be different.
a. If Test Plan and Test Point is selected, the path will be of the form “…\<TestPlanID><TestPlanNumber>\”.
For example: The Test Plan ID is “MyTestPlan” and the Test Plan Number is “12”, the
automatically generated path will be “\PowerSight\Test Plans\MyTestPlan-12\”.
b. If Equipment ID is selected, the automatically generated path will be
“\ProgramData\ATPOL\Equipment IDs\”.
c. If Location ID is selected, the automatically generated path will be
“\ProgramData\ATPOL\Location IDs\”.

Note: The user can override the automatically generated path. This is a great feature for
having your data automatically routed to where you want it, without error or delay. For
example if you want all your Customer ABC data in the same place, you might write “\My
Documents\CustomerABC\”. All test data in this case will be automatically routed to the
CustomerABC folder. Note: if you have a custom path entered but later you change the “Organize
Data by” selection, the custom path will be replaced by a new automatically generated one,
according to the rules described above.

Documenting Each Test to be Done
Documenting each test to be done can be quite simple or as involved as you need it to be to meet your
advanced needs.
1. To create a test point, make entries in the first available line in the table at the bottom of the
screen.
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Required Entries for Each Test Point (there are only 2) –

2. You are required to enter a number in the “Test Number” column (a given number can only be used
for one test point in a given test plan).
3. You are also required to enter an ID for the test point in the next column.
a. If you are in Test Plan and Test Point mode (see #5 of the previous section), this is the Test
Point ID (e.g. “PDU2A1-1”, as shown in the above example).
b. If you are in the Equipment ID mode (see #5 of the previous section), this is the Equipment
ID that uniquely identifies the piece of equipment at the test point (e.g. a motor’s serial
number “IEC34-1.VDE0530”).
c. If you are in the Location ID mode (see #5 of the previous section), this is the Location ID
that uniquely identifies the piece of equipment or branch circuit at the test point (e.g.
“MCC32-5a”).

Optional Entries for Each Test Point –

4. Test Point Name – This allows for a “friendly name” or more descriptive name for the test point (or
equipment, or location).
5. Data Setup Filename (optional, but recommended) – This allows you to specify a data setup file to
be used for the test point. When you know the meter will use the data setup specified for the
specific test point, you know you will be getting the test type and test data that you need. This
feature insures your success when the data is retrieved after the testing is complete. When a Data
Setup name is entered, TestPlanManager will automatically look for it in the \PowerSight\Data
Setups\ folder. If it can’t find the file there, the name will appear in red to alert the user. The user
can then right click on the name to browse to find it in another location.
6. Data Setup Nickname – Is a “friendly name” for the data setup to help you know what it does (such
as “72HourPowerStudy”).
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7. Scheduled Time – You can enter a time that you intend for the test to start. This is for your planning
purposes. By documenting the scheduled start of testing you can ensure that testing will be started
at the times that are needed and determine if there is a shortage of personnel to start the tests at
the specified time(s). Note: by clicking on the heading of this column, you can sort all the test
points by this entry and readily see scheduling bottlenecks.
8. Test Point Personnel – You can specify what personnel are being scheduled to initiate a test. This is
for your planning purposes. By documenting the personnel to do the testing you can see imbalances
in the work load and, combined with the Scheduled Time, you can spot impossible scheduling
assumptions. Note: by clicking on the heading of this column, you can sort all the test points by this
entry and readily see work load imbalances.
9. Meter Type - You can specify a meter type (a model number). This can be helpful if your test
requires capabilities that are not available for certain meter types. By documenting the meter
types, you can quantify and specify the resources that are required.
10. Serial Number – You can specify the serial number of a specific meter to do a test. By documenting
the serial number, you can spot scheduling problems. You can also insure that a specific meter is
used for a specific test point, if that is important. The meter will warn the operator if he/she
attempts to use it on a test point that it is not intended to be used for. Note: by clicking on the
heading of this column, you can sort all the test points by serial number and readily see how specific
meters are to be used in the test plan.
11. Test Point Status – You can enter the status of each test point and update that status as the test
plan progresses towards completion. When data is retrieved by TestPlan Manager for a specific test
point, the status is automatically updated to “D – data received”. Note: by clicking on the heading
of this column, you can sort all the test points by Test Point Status and readily see what test points
are in process, completed, or yet to begin.
12. Status Changer – Whoever makes the last change to the Test Point Status can enter his/her identify
into this column. This provides a quick reference for whom to contact about the change in status.
13. Test Type – This allows specifying the type of test to be done at the test point. There may be several
types of testing that can be initiated by the meter. This entry documents which of the types to do.
14. One-Line Levels – When it is useful to understand how the various test points are related to each
other, entering a One-Line Level can quickly make that clear. Loads that are in parallel share the
same higher level.
For example: The main entrance to a building with two branch circuits and 3 loads on each branch
circuit could have one-line level identifiers of
1-0-0 (the main entrance),
1-1-0 (1st branch),
1-2-0 (2nd branch),
1-1-1 (1st load of 1st branch),
1-1-2 (2nd load of 1st branch),
1-2-1 (1st load of 2nd branch), and so on.
15. Comment – “Comment” is a very powerful field since it can be modified at any time in the testing
process by any participant. For examples:
a. The Test Plan Manager may enter something like:
PSM-A User Manual
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“Contact John Land at 916-555-1212 for the key to the room,” or
“Do not use extension cord. Use LDC4 and lock everything inside the panel,” or
“Take a photo of the test setup and embed it into the test results,” or
“look for ingress or corrosion issues,” and so on.
b. The Test Personnel may enter notes like:
“signs of corrosion”, or
“follow-up with customer for corrective action”, or
“recommend re-testing, customer states present load is not typical”, and so on.
c. The Test Plan Manager may enter additional comments when the test is over, such as:
“Recommend follow-up to investigate signs of ingress”.

Automatic Entries for Each Test Point 16. Destination Filename – this is the filename that will be used for all test data retrieved for this test
point. It is automatically generated.
a. When data is to be organized by Test Plan and Test Point, the generated name is the test point
name followed by the test point number (e.g. “MyTestPoint-13”).
b. If the data is to be organized by Equipment ID, then the name is the unique Equipment ID (e.g.
“IEC34-1.VDE0530”).
c. If the data is to be organized by Location ID, the name is the Location ID (e.g. “MCC32-5a”).
17. Status Change Date – whenever the entry to the Test Point Status is changed, this field is
automatically updated so there is a record of when the change occurred.
18. Here is an example of a test using every option at least once:

Printing the Test Plan to Take to the Test Site
There is value in each of the test personnel having a paper copy of the test plan when they go to do the
testing. A paper copy provides clarity and notes can be written onto it to enter into the comments
section later. Such a copy can be printed directly or can be made into a PDF file that can be emailed and
printed remotely.
There is also value to providing other parties with a document clearly presenting the test plan, without
allowing that party to modify it.
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1. To print the test plan, simply click on the “Print Test Plan” button

2. A full-screen presentation of the plan will open.

3. Any columns with data in them will have checkmark at the top of the column and will be
automatically be printed. If you do not want one of the checked columns to be printed, simply
uncheck it. If there is an unchecked column that you would like to be printed anyway (such as the
Comments column), go ahead and check it.
4. If you want to stretch or narrow a column you can drag its boundary left or right.
5. If you want to change the order of the columns, you can drag them where you want to.
6. When you are satisfied that the report is organized the way you want it, click on “Print Preview” and
view how the report will look
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7. If it is acceptable, you can click on the printer icon at the top left of the screen and then close the
screen.
8. You can also generate a PDF file of the test plan printout that is convenient for emailing the plan to
testers and other interested parties.

Loading the Test Plan into All the Meters That Need it
There is great value to designing a test plan using the TestPlan Manager feature, but the real power of
the feature comes from loading the test plan into the meters that will be used in the Test Plan.
1. When the test plan is done, save it onto your computer so you have a copy of it there. Click the
“Save Test Plan” button, then “Save”.
2. If this is a new test plan (it was just created), a browsing window will open to allow you to save it
wherever you wish. The default (and recommended) destination is \ProgramData\PowerSight\Test
Plans\ and the default (and recommended) file name is the Test Plan ID followed by the Test Plan
Number. Assuming that is acceptable, click “Save”.

3. Now that you have safely saved a copy of your test plan on your computer, it is time to distribute
the plan to the meters that will do the test. Insert an SD card into your SD card reader.
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4. Click on the “Distribute Test Plan” button

5. If you specified any data setups in your plan and one or more of them cannot be located, you will be
notified of this potential problem now.

You can browse to find the data setup file, can skip over it, or can choose to not check for data setup
files as you distribute the test plan.
6. If there are no problems with finding data setup files, you will be presented with all the removable
drives of your computer.

The path that is shown is where the test plan will be stored. Any data setup files will be written to
“\PowerSight\Data Setups\”.
7. Make sure that your SD card is selected and then click on “OK” to distribute the test plan and the
required data setup files.
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8. You will be prompted to distribute the plan again.

9. If you need six meters to perform the test plan, then quickly load each SD card in the SD card reader,
and click on “Yes” once for each SD card. In six key presses you have distributed the plan to 6 SD
cards.
10. Next, insert the SD cards into each of the meters that will perform the testing. Any card can go into
any meter since each SD card contains the entire test plan and all required data setups.

Performing the Tests
1. Test personnel, the “user”, will take a meter to the test site, hook it up to a specified test point, turn
the meter on, and verify the connections.
2. The user will then attempt to start testing with the meter. The meter will read its SD card and
automatically ask if the user wants to use a test plan.

The user will press the “Yes” key on the meter.
3. The meter will then display the name of the test plan loaded onto the SD card and the user will
press “Yes” to accept it.

4. If there is more than one test plan on the SD card, the user can either step through each test plan by
rejecting each one (pressing the “No” key) or the user can enter the Test Plan Number directly into
the meter, using the numeric keypad, to quickly identify the test plan he wants.
5. Once the test plan has been accepted, the meter asks if it is connected at the first test point.

If it is, the user presses “Yes” and the test begins. Note: following the test, the next time the user
attempts to perform a test, the meter will automatically assume the meter is at the next test point
of the test plan.
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6. If the meter does not suggest the test point that the meter is at, the user can either step through
each test point by rejecting each one (pressing the “No” key) or he can enter the desired Test Point
Number directly into the meter, using the numeric keypad.
7. All the test data of the test point will be written to the SD card in a predetermined format that
identifies the test plan and test point that the data is for, so there is no need to keep track of

what meter has done what test or in what order.

Receive and Format the Test Results
1. When testing is done, bring the SD cards to the computer that will hold the results. There is no need
to keep track of which meter had which SD card installed.
2. Open the test plan on your computer.
3. Insert one of the SD cards into the SD card reader of your computer.
4. Click on the Get Test Data Files button.

5. A window will open showing any drives of your computer that can have data for the test plan.

6. Make sure that your SD card is selected for the source. Then make sure that the correct destination
drive is selected, generally your C: drive, then click “OK”.
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7. A table of test points on the card will open up. You can decide which test point data you wish to
retrieve, typically you will select all. Here is a sample for data to be organized by Test Plan and Test
Point:

8. Click on “Transfer Data” button and get confirmation that the test data has been received, routed,
and named automatically. In this case there was only one test data file available for the test plan.

9. The following valuable operations just occurred:
a. Each data file for the test plan was sent to the path specified in the “Save Test Data to” field of
the test plan header section. This automatic routing of every test file saved you time and
eliminated a source of error.
b. Each data file was re-named to the name in the “Destination Filename” entry for that test point.
This automatic re-naming saved you time and eliminated a source of error.
c. If the test personnel had inserted other files into the SD card along with the test point data,
those files were also renamed and relocated to keep them together with the other test point
data of the test plan. This allowed you to imbed photos, documents, and drawings into the test
point data for future reference.
10. The received data, using defaults, if organized by Test Plan and Test Point, is named by test point
and grouped together under the test plan folder.
11. If the received test data, was organized by Equipment ID, it is named for the Equipment ID and has a
timestamp appended to the Equipment ID name. Each file is in a folder dedicated to each
Equipment ID.

Appendix A: The Test Plan Repository
The TestPlan Manager feature employs the very helpful concept of a “Central Repository”. This is an
area of your computer dedicated to keeping all your test plans, test data, and supporting files. The files
and functions are organized in a very clear method to maximize the likelihood that you will readily have
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the files and data you need when you need them. The user interface is written to direct you to the
Repository automatically, yet allow you flexibility to work out of it, if you need to.
The Repository is located on the same drive that PSM-A is installed on, usually drive C:\. It is organized
as a collection of folders that are easy to understand and easy to work with. The folders of the
Repository are organized as follows:

Folder Path (assuming drive C:\)

Purpose

C:\PowerSight\Test Plans

Holds all active test plan files (*.tpl) in a readily
accessible place
Holds all active data setup files (*.stp) in a readily
accessible place
If data retrieved from the meters was organized by
Test Plan name (such as “MyTestPlan”, as is shown
to the left), then a folder with the test plan name is
created and the test data for all the test points is
routed to that folder.
If data retrieved from the meters was organized by
Equipment ID, then a folder for each Equipment ID
(such as “MyMotor”, as is shown to the left) is
created in this folder and all test data for that piece
of equipment is routed there. Each data set has a
timestamp code appended to its name, so the data
sets sort in order of how recently they were created
(e.g. MyMotor-170612_121314.$lo is a data set
created on June 12, 2017 at 12:13:14).
If data retrieved from the meters was organized by
Location ID, then a folder for each Location ID (such
as “MyProcess”, as is shown to the left) is created in
this folder and all test data for that location or
process is routed there. Each data set has a
timestamp code appended to its name, so the data
sets sort in order of how recently they were created
(e.g. MyProcess-170612_121314.$lo is a data set
created on June 12, 2017 at 12:13:14).
Saves all revised/replaced test plan files for
reference. Each file has a timestamp code appended
to the name, so they sort in order of their age (e.g.
MyTestPlan-170612_121314.tpl was last revised on
June 12, 2017 at 12:13:14).
Saves all revised/replaced data setup files for
reference. Each file has a timestamp code appended
to the name, so they sort in order of their age (e.g.
MyDataSetup-170612_121314.stp was last revised
on June 12, 2017 at 12:13:14).

C:\PowerSight\Data Setups
C:\PowerSight\Test Plans\”MyTestPlan”

C:\PowerSight\Equipment IDs\”MyMotor”

C:\PowerSight\Location IDs\”MyProcess”

C:\PowerSight\Test Plans\Archive

C:\PowerSight\Data Setups\Archive
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Whenever you want to open a test plan, TestPlan Manager automatically looks in the Repository for the
test plan. If the test plan is in the Repository, TestPlan Manager will automatically look in the Repository
for any data setups required for the plan. If you browse to find a required data setup file, it will be
copied to the Repository.
When you chose to Get Test Data Files, the default destination location will always be the Repository so
there will be no question about where the data went and how it is organized. You do have the option to
direct the data to another destination, however.
If you choose to open a test plan that is on a drive that does not contain the Repository (such as E:\),
- TestPlan Manager will look on that drive for needed files.
- If you browse to find files, the default starting location will be in the Repository,
- When a file is located via browsing, that file will be copied to locations on that drive, organized
in the same way that the Repository is organized.
- If you choose to Get Test Data Files, the default destination will nevertheless still be the
Repository (i.e. C:\PowerSight\...).
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